
The Great Negawatts Debate 

An Exchange of Views 

No advocate has had a greater influence on the changing orientation of U.S. 

utilities toward energy efficiency - -  even the terms we use to talk about it 

than Amory Lovins. Lovins" projections for the savings to be mined through en- 

ergy efficiency have always challenged what many in the industry saw as practi- 

cable. His vision of the equivalency and even superiority of energy efficiency to 

conventional power supply has in large measure prevailed, though his projec- 

tions of the savings potentially available and their cost have often been criticized 

as too aggressive. However, as he argues here, quoting a colleague, "Whatever 

exists is possible." 

Paul Joskow and Donald Marron have published an acclaimed criticism of the 

performance of utility demand-side management programs, taking data directly 

from utilities that implemented the programs examined. Joskow argues com- 

pellingly here that technical potential studies such as those Lovins has con- 

ducted tell little about zohat savings will actually be achieved in the field or what 

they will cost. He also finds that Lovins" accounting and analytical methods 

leave something to be desired, and takes heart that the industry may be turning 

toward more market-driven approaches of achieving efficiency. 

This debate began in other venues, as readers may know, but we are pleased to 

continue it here. Readers, beyond being educated and entertained, may be sur- 

prised to find in Lovins" and Joskow's pointed criticisms of each others" work a 

surprising scope of agreement. For everyone who cares about the business of en- 

ergy efficiency, we consider these articles required reading. 

Amory Lovins is cofounder and director of research at Rocky Mountain Insti- 

tute. The Wall Street Journal's Centennial Issue named him among 28 people in 

the world most likely to change the course of business in the "90s. 

Paul Joskow is Mitsui Professor of Economics at the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology. He is a member of the program board of the MIT Center for En- 

ergy and Environmental Policy Research, and has written and spoken fre- 

quently on policies prompting change in the electric utility industry. 

Apples, Oranges, 
and Horned Toads: 
Is the Joskow & Marron 
Critique of Electric Efficiency 
Costs Valid? 

Amory B. Lovins 

p )aul Joskow and Donald Mar- 
ron (J&M), in "What Does a 

Negawatt Really Cost? Further 
Thoughts and Evidence" (TEJ, 
July '93, at 14-26), repeat their ear- 
lier contentions that Rocky Moun- 
tain Institute (RMI) and others 
have seriously understated the 
costs of potential electric end-use 
efficienc)~ Despite rejoinders, 1 
J&M's thesis is still being dissem- 
inated and often uncritically 
adopted. 2 This article therefore 
seeks to explain more fully where 
J&M's interpretations diverge 
from RMI's published analyses, 3 
wh~ and what substantial com- 
mon ground both groups hold. 

J&M's central assertion is that 
the costs of saved electricity re- 
ported by their "sample" of ten 
utilities exceeded those found in 
RMI's technical-potential (TP) 
analyses by a factor averaging 
nearly six-fold, for three reasons: 

(1) "[B]ecause utilities report at 
least some administrative costs ... 
that are.. ,  ignored in [RMI's] ... 
TP analyses"; 

(2) "[B]ecause some utility pro- 
grams have measured savings 
that fall significantly below ex ante 
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projections of the kind that are in- 
corporated in TP studies"; and 

(3) "[B]ecause [RMI's] estimates 
of costs and performance are ex- 
cessively optimistic, relying on un- 
certain technologies with uncer- 
tain costs and limited commercial 
market experience." 

This paper will suggest that the 
apparent discrepancy between 
RMI's TP analyses and J&M's lim- 
ited field data (FD) is due not to 
those three factors, all of which 
are wrong or irrelevant or both, 

but rather to five other causes: 
(1) TP and FD numbers gener- 

ally describe things so different 
that they cannot be compared at 

all; 
(2) The average and high, 

though not the low, costs in J&M's 
FD substantially exceed nation- 
ally representative levels; 

(3) J&M improperly base their 
conclusions on average and high- 
end data from reported ranges so 

extremely wide, both within and 
between their ten utilities, as to be 

practically meaningless; 
(4) J&M's FD (like most utility 

programs) reflect technical con- 
tent inferior to the optimized 

packages of technologies shown 
in RMI's TP analyses, so J&M's 

programs can be expected to save 
less electricity and to cost more 
per kWh saved; 

(5) Important, acknowledged, 
but apparently unanalyzed differ- 
ences in accounting conventions 
between J&M's FD and RMI's TP 

analyses can by themselves cause 
most or all of the reported discrep- 

ancy 

The normally unambiguous 
term "field data" is applied here 

to J&M's stated program costs in 
an unusually elastic sense. Al- 
though J&M's Science article em- 
phasizes "[t]he actual history of 
costs and energy savings of these 
utility conservation programs," 
and most of J&M's readers prob- 
ably suppose that all their FD 
were actually measured in utility 
programs already carried out, 
some unspecified part of their 

J&M's most basic error 
is to suppose that data 

about one thing, if 
measured and if valid, 

can be used to judge the 
correctness of something 

completely different. 

"data" turns out instead to be 
utilities' future expectations. 4 

I. Fundamental Fallacies in 
the J&M Analysis 

A. What Do the Discrepancies 
Imply? 

J&M's most basic error is to sup- 
pose that data about one thing, if 

measured and if valid, can be 
used to judge the correctness of 

something completely different. 
Thus they suppose that if some 
utilities save electricity in particu- 

lar programs at higher costs than 
TP supply curves show, then 
those curves - -  RMI's, the Electric 
Power Research Institute's (EPRI), 

the Department of Energy's - -  
must be wrong and an unsound 

guide to policy. That's like con- 
cluding, from a few wildcatters' 

drilling success in one area during 
one short period, that the U.S. 
Geological Survey's estimates of 
the supply curve of ultimately re- 
coverable national oil resources, 
based on all available evidence 

about economic geolog~ are over- 
stated and should be ignored. 

B. Unrepresentative Costs 

Much of the particular drilling 
experience J&M have examined 
also happens, like the unlucky 
wildcatters', to be a lot costlier 
than many of their peers'. J&M 
quote this criticism from my Sci- 

ence letter, then object that I "offer 
no examples of the more repre- 

sentative utility programs that [I 
had] in mind." Such an example 
occurs two sentences later: Their 
1.5-6.7c/kWh FD mean costs for 
various utilities' commercial and 
industrial programs are four  to six 

times the apparently correspond- 
ing medians reported by Steve 
Nadel's Lessons Learned, s which re- 

viewed more than 200 programs 
at 58 utilities through 1988. Al- 
though J&M didn't  cite which 
costs they drew from which activi- 
ties in which years at which utili- 
ties, making it impossible for read- 
ers to scrutinize their numbers 

(and hard for me to guess which 
is which, even though I've con- 
suited for all but one of those utili- 
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ties), they need look no further 
than Lessons Learned for quite thor- 

ough quantitative evidence that 
their high costs are unrepresenta- 
tive. 6 The comparison is all the 

stronger because J&M represent 
their ten utilities as among the 
best efficiency practitioners, 7 

while Lessons Learned, far from be- 
ing a winner 's  circle of the most 

cost-effective m o d e m  programs, 
is an undiscriminatingly inclusive 
grab-bag of pre-1989 programs 
with highly variable quality. 

J&M's sole response is to call 
charges of unrepresentativeness 
"simply unfair." Yes, but in the op- 
posite direction: The average 
costs that they claim represent 
some of the best programs are in 
fact many times costlier than old 
run-of-the-mill programs, let 

alone today's actual best. 

J 
&M's Energy Journal paper 
does acknowledge qualita- 

tively that their ten utilities' com- 
mercial and industrial (C&I) pro- 
gram costs are "higher and more 

variable" than those of Nadel 's 
237 programs at 38 utilities; yet in 

The Electricity Journal in July 1993, 
J&M claim "no credible evidence" 

that their sample shows unusu- 
ally high costs overall. Since they 
reject as a benchmark the most 
comprehensive data set available, 
what sort of evidence would they 
consider credible? 

Their costs seem unusually high 
even at the highest level of aggre- 
gation. For example, EPRI esti- 

mates that nearly all U.S. utilities' 
DSM programs through mid-1993 
cost an average of ~2.1c/kWh, 
about equal to most utilities' 

short-run marginal cost of genera- 
tion. But -2 .1c /kWh is near the 

low end of J&M's ten-utility range 
of 1.9-6.9, averaging N3.4, c / k W h  
for diverse kinds of programs, s 

The ~2.1¢/kWh U.S. average cost 
is especially encouraging because 
so many utility programs' costs 
have been raised by undue em- 
phasis (chiefly for social or politi- 
cal reasons) on relatively costly 
residential shell upgrades, includ- 
ing low-income weatherization, 9 
rather than on the bigger and 

Rather than taking 
some cheap programs 
as models to emulate, 
J&M took the costly ones 
as grounds for impugning 
all of them. 

cheaper C&I opportunities, which 

Nadel's and many others' data 
confirm usually cost less than 

1c/kWh. 

C. Huge Scatter 

Lurking in J&M's unpublished 
calculational details is a third ma- 
jor fallacy: inferring a general 
truth from points near one end of 
an unanalyzably wide range. 
They state that the average re- 

ported costs they describe for resi- 

dential programs: 

...[R]anged from 3.5 cents to 22.1 
cents per kWh, while for commer- 
cial/industrial programs, the 
range was 1.5 cents to 6.7 cents. 
Costs reported for individual pro- 
gram components (e.g., lighting, 
motors, etc.) varied from a frac- 
tion [0.3] of a cent to $1.81 per 
kWh saved for residential pro- 
grams and from a fraction [0.2] of 
a cent to 18 cents per kWh saved 
for commercial/industrial pro- 
grams, 

Thus some utilities' savings for 
quite a few end-uses in all sectors 
did cost about the same as, or even 

less than, the hardware costs 
shown in RMI's TP supply curve. 
(Those costs ranged from zero to 
N3¢/kWh; some were negative be- 
cause they were more than offset 
by saved maintenance costs, 
about which more below.) That 
correspondence is especially en- 

couraging because, as I'll suggest 
below, J&M's model programs ap- 

pear to have been generally infe- 
rior in technical content to the 

carefully optimized packages 
shown in RMI's TP curve. But 
rather than taking some cheap 
programs as models to emulate, 

J&M took the costly ones as 
grounds for impugning all of 

them. 

D. What's a 'Program'? 

This may not be immediately 

obvious, because J&M never de- 
fine or characterize a "utility pro- 
gram." They appear to have sim- 
ply aggregated a range and an 

average (whether simple or sav- 

ings- or use-weighted is unclear) 

for the costs of whatever effi- 
ciency activities their ten utilities 

happened to be carrying on or ex- 
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pecting to carry on in two broad 
sectors - -  residential and commer- 
cial/industrial. Whether those di- 
verse activities were remotely 
comparable in purpose, nature, 
scope, technical content, degree of 
savings, initial status of the stocks 
being improved, climate, and 
other conditions appears not to 
have troubled J&M: Presumabl~ 
wrapping a water heater is 
equivalent to superinsulating a 
house, changing a light bulb is 
comparable to retrofitting all en- 

ergy systems in a large building, 
and all interactions between meas- 

ures or programs, however large, 
can be safely ignored. Not sur- 
prisingl~ so varied were each util- 
ity's efforts within those sectoral 
"programs" that the various utili- 
ties' ranges of costs had an un- 

weighted mean of 29-fold for 
residential and six-fold for com- 

mercial/ industrial programs. For 
example, the unspecified residen- 

tial efforts of Utility 7 (unnamed 
and with statistics unstated, like 

all the rest) showed a 172-fold 
cost range of 0.4--68.8¢/kWh - -  

which somehow neatly reduced 
to an "average" cost of 4.8c/kWh! 

T o an empirical scientist, 
such huge ranges, with 

their wide standard deviations 
and sensitivity to outlying values, 
suggest numerical goulash. Yet 
J&M, undaunted,  had no diffi- 

culty in boiling down the scatter 

to "weighted average .... program 
costs" ranging from 1.9 to 
6.9c/kWh, and using these in 
turn for comparisons with RMI's 
TP costs. Perhaps they know 

what such numbers mean, but I 

daresay the reader doesn't, and 
can't compare them with TP costs 

for specific technologies and end- 
uses. This remains true even for 

what J&M call "sub-programs": 
those are described only by such 
vague labels as "efficient motors," 
"lighting," "water heaters, "1° and 
"new construction. ''11 

The huge evaluation literature, 
most of which rather carefully de- 
fines the nature and content of the 

programs being evaluated, does 

To an empirical 
scientist, such huge 

ranges, with their wide 
standard deviations and 

sensitivity to outlying 
values, suggest 

numerical goulash. 

agree with J&M on one important 
point: There is a wide range of 
empirical costs even for utility 
programs with broadly similar 
technical content and otherwise 
comparable conditions. The rea- 
sons for this range are mostly un- 
derstood. They include differ- 
ences in (among other things) 

definitions, accounting conven- 
tions and practices, delivery skill, 
quality control, and measurement 
and evaluation techniques. Per- 
haps most important and hardest 
to measure is that utilities and 

their regulatory commissions are 

in the midst of profound cultural 
and technological change. Like 
each individual within them, they 
all have diverse slopes in their 

learning curves. 

E. Loose Logic 

All those differences aside, 
J&M's logical train derails at the 
first switch. RMI infers from the 
lower values within a big range of 
empirical costs that savings can be 

cheap if done well; as Ken Boulding 
put it, whatever exists is possible. 

J&M instead infer from points 
near that range's high end that all 

savings, or at least average sav- 
ings, must be expensive. The for- 
mer conclusion is scientific; the 
latter is ideological and illogical. 

Moreover, since costs are so di- 
vergent and nobody has perfect 

information, what matters most is 
process - -  whether feedback 
mechanisms make utilities emu- 
late good programs, and stop or 

fix bad ones. That's what evalu- 
ation, utility management, cus- 

tomer response, and regulation 
do pretty well - -  and will go on 
doing unless their thousands of 
practitioners become disheart- 

ened by J&M's implication that 
they don't  exist or don't  matter. 

In short, J&M's approach to cost 
comparisons is akin to stopping 
the first ten assorted road vehicles 
one sees, ranging from motor- 
scooters to 18-wheelers; asking 
their drivers how many miles per 
gallon they typically get under 
whatever driving conditions they 
happen to experience; adducing a 
dozen hypothetical reasons why 

those values are probably over- 
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stated; and then inferring from 
the average of the ten (emphasiz- 

ing the worst ones) that efficient 
passenger cars don' t  exist and are 
impossible, so anyone who denies 
those propositions is drastically 
overstating the potential for effi- 
cient cars. As practitioners who 

have engineered and built many 
highly efficient cars (so to speak) 
with empirically known cost and 
performance, my  colleagues and I 
naturally find this odd. Indeed, 
for reasons explained next, we 
think our approach is better 
grounded in empiricism than is 

J&M's mixture of goulash aver- 
ages and opaque estimates of fu- 

ture costs. 

II. Do J&M's High Program 
Costs Rebut RMI's Supply 
Curve? 

J&M state, and apparently some 
unnamed correspondents have 
also told them, that "the Lovins/ 

RMI numbers . . ,  drastically un- 

derstate the true costs of energy 
conservation programs" and that 
our "estimates of costs and perfor- 

mance are excessively optimistic." 
Both these statements are false. 
Both appear to reflect not having 
read the work being criticized 12 or 

understood the many published 
descriptions of its methodolog~ 13 

which is summarized in the box 

on page 36. 
RMI's cited TP supply curve 

says nothing whatever about the 

costs of utility programs. It does 
not, as J&M appear to believe, 
"[embody] projections" about ac- 
tual program costs; rather, it repre- 

sents a technical-cost target that ex- 
cellent programs can approach 
rather closely and might even sur- 
pass. It says that a fine athlete on 
a good track can run a mile in be- 
tween four and five minutes, not 

that any ten passers-by can do so 
on the first tr~ The failure of the 

latter experiment says nothing 
about the validity of the former 
claim; nor should it discourage 
anyone from training for track 
events. Thus, while TP costs are a 

One cannot compare 
apples with oranges 
simply by calling them all 
fruit. In this case, the 
task is more like compar- 
ing apples and oranges 
with homed toads. 

benchmark to which utilities' ac- 

tual programs can and should as- 
pire, comparisons between the 
two are valid only if commensura- 
ble. Let's address that challenge 
next. 

A. Commensurability 

The TP analyses that J&M are 
criticizing assessed the cost not of 

utility programs but of specific, op- 
timized packages of technologies, 
meant to maximize savings 

within certain cost constraints. 
Utilities that implement those spe- 
cific packages with proper design 

and quality control will and do ex- 
perience essentially the same tech- 
nical costs and savings that RMI 
found - -  almost tautologicall~ be- 

cause RMI's costs and savings are 
measured not just in the laboratory 
but also in actual field experience. 
However, utilities that do some- 

thing different may observe differ- 
ent costs and savings, plus trans- 
action costs specific to their 
program designs. In fact, nearly 

all utilities do something differ- 
ent, largely because they have 
trouble learning as fast as their 
technical opportunities are chang- 
ing. 

J 
&M are aware of differences 
in technical content between 

utility programs, and cite them in 

note 6 of their July '93 TEJ article 
as "another source of significant 
differences in program 
costs...even for relatively homoge- 
neous sub-programs (e.g. light- 
ing or motors)." Yet they do not 

seem to realize that the same dif- 

ference is even more important 

when  comparing the FD costs of 
diverse utility programs with na- 
tional-average TP analyses. Table 
I shows the major differences in 

such comparisons. 
Because of these many and pro- 

found differences in what is being 
compared, the costs of programs 
with different technical content 
can neither confirm nor rebut 
RMI's supply-curve conclusions24 
The two kinds of costs are simply 

incommensurable: One cannot 
compare apples with oranges sim- 

ply by calling them all fruit. In 
this case, the task is (in Jim Hard- 
ing's phrase) more like compar- 
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ing apples and oranges with 
homed toads. J&M prefer an 
even higher level of abstraction 
than "fruit" - -  one whereby dif- 

ferent ways of saving electricity, 
in different quantities, from differ- 

ent starting-points, in different 
end-uses, in different applications 

and sectors, in different utility ter- 
ritories and climates, with differ- 

ent user cultures and behaviors, 
and reported in different ways, 

can all be compared in cost, as if 
electric efficiency were a homoge- 
neous commodity rather than an 

extremely highly differentiated 
service. To understand the next 
layer of fallacy in this approach, it 
is helpful to discuss a specific ex- 
ample of technologies and ac- 

counting conventions. 

III. Example: Commercial 
Lighting Retrofits 

Utilities' field programs and 
hence FD are probably closest to 
RMI's technological prescriptions, 
and hence to RMI's findings of TP, 
in high-quality commercial light- 

ing retrofits. These are among the 
most mature, widely used, and lu- 

crative utility programs. J&M 
specify no technical content, in- 

itial conditions, quality of design 
or execution, or levels of savings 
for their "sub-programs" in com- 
mercial/industrial lighting, which 
are probably a mixture of new 
and retrofit measures. Whatever 
they are, their reported costs is (ac- 

tual or projected, in 1991 $) are 
10.0, 7.1, 5.5, 4.5, 3.7, 2.3, 2.2, 2.2, 
1.8, 1.5, 1.4, 1.4, and 0.8c/kWh, for 
a median of 2.2c/kWh, an un- 

Table 1: Major Differences Between RMI's TP and J&M's FD Analyses 

What's included in costs by... RMI's TP analysis or... J&M's FD analysis 

Internal costs paid by... 

expressed as... 

For... 

Of.., 

In... 

For use... 

Including,.. 

Excluding... 

Assessing... 

Organized by... 

Based on... 

Documented to.,, 

society, no matter how allocated 

average for the supply-curve increment described 
(which excludes the costliest available measures) 

some design plus all purchase, installation, and 
maintenance 

carefully optimized, savings-maximizing packages of 
-1,000 of the best electricity-saving technologies avail- 
able in 1989 

all U.S. end-uses and sectors, reflecting the national 
range of conditions, starling with 1986 frozen efficiency 

wherever they fit, assuming 100% capture of the 
practical retrofit opportunity, regardless of how long it 
takes 

calculated net effect on lifetime maintenance costs and 
on the need for and sizing of mechanical systems 

all transaction costs of delivery, free riders, and free 
drivers (since those are all program, not technical, 
properties) 

all effects on performance that are well measured and 
documented 

ten end-uses across all sectors 

the most detailed measured data available in -1989 
(even better now) 

5,000 specific sourcenotes in thousands of pages of 
technological analyses drawing heavily on field experi- 
ence, with methodology and assumptions fully 
published 

utility, or utility plus customers 

usually marginal for the particular increments of 
savings achieved by each of very diverse particular 
programs 

incentives for purchase and use (plus customer costs 
in some cases) 

suboptimized, usually obsolete, and fragmented single 
measures (or very limited subpackages) 

some end-uses and sectors in particular regions with 
various climates, other conditions, and initial efficiency 
levels 

in limited "time-slices" of actual installations (which 
were unspecified mixtures of new and retrofit) 

in general, no cost effects on maintenance or 
mechanical systems 

some free riders and some transaction costs of 
delivery, varying by utility and program; all free drivers 

in general, only the most obvious, direct, first-order 
effects 

major sector & broad program category 

unspecified mixtures of field measurements and 
utilities' future projections 

unpublished authors' calculations based on cited 
reports of ten utilities, not specifying which data are 
from which utility, nor the technical content of any 
programs, packages, or measures 
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weighted mean of 3.4c/kWh, and 
a standard deviation of 2.7c/kWh 
given normal distribution. How- 
ever, the distribution is dearly 
skewed and there is more scatter 
near the top than near the bottom 
of this range: The lowest eight of 
these 13 values 16 appear more 

clustered, and average only 
1.45c/kWh, suggesting the dan- 
gers of dealing in simple averages 
drawn from such wide ranges. 

I n contrast, RMI's TP analysis 
of commercial lighting retro- 

fits is highly technology- and ap- 
plication-specific. When re-aggre- 
gated, the results are of two main 
kinds: 

• Some 36% of the -120 in- 
stalled GW that RMI found could 
be saved by thorough and thought- 
ful 1986 lighting retrofits in the 
U.S. 17 came from replacing incan- 

descent lamps, usually with ap- 
propriate compact fluorescents. 
This retrofit generally has a 

strongly negative Cost of Saved 
Energy (CSE) 18 because of the 

large savings in maintenance cost 
when lamp life increases from 
about 4 to 13 times. 19 RMI found 

that the weighted-average TP sav- 

ing of this procedure in the vari- 
ous applications was -78% at a 
CSE averaging -4.1c/kWh. That 
is, the present-valued saved main- 
tenance costs exceeded the gross 
capital cost of the retrofit by an av- 
erage of 4.1¢ for each kWh saved. 

• A further half of the lighting 
saving was from retrofitting exist- 
ing tubular-fluorescent systems. 

RMI's detailed 1988 analysis of an 
archetypical 4-1amp 2x4' troffer 
showed a CSE of +0.6c/kWh 

from retrofitting an optimized 
five-technology package. 2° We 

then showed that this case conser- 
vatively represented other major 
cases - -  m o d e m  three-lamp para- 
bolic fixtures, eight-foot strips, etc. 

Combined with some addi- 
tional improvements and with mi- 

nor terms such as improvements 
in high-intensity discharge lamps 
and exit signs, RMI's total poten- 
tial lighting saving was -92% of 

lighting energy (vs. LBL's ~80- 
90% 2~), or ~120 installed GW in- 

cluding net heating, ventilation, 

and air-conditioning (HVAC) in- 

teractions. Scoping the uncertain- 
ties, this is about 16-27% of all 
U.S. electricity consumed in 1986. 
Its average CSE was about minus 
1.4c/kWh or less, with unchanged 
illuminance and improved esthet- 

ics and visual performance. This 
CSE resulted from the savings- 
weighted average of the positive 
cost of the tubular-fluorescent 
retrofits with the negative cost of 
the incandescent-to-compact- 

fluorescent conversions, plus vari- 
ous minor terms. Demonstrating 

all this in satisfactory detail from 

empirical data up to 1988, much 
never previously assembled or 
synthesized, took 348 dense pages 
documented to 594 sourcenotes. 
Apparently J&M haven't  read it. 22 

Our confidence in these approxi- 
mate findings was strong because 
the CSE results rested both on ex 

ante engineering calculations from 
measured component or subsys- 
tem cost and performance data 23 

and on ex post confirmatory obser- 

vations and evaluations for most 
of those technical systems when 
actually installed and tested, often 
in large numbers. Now further 
confirmation is available from ex- 
perienced practitioners who rou- 
tinely achieve virtually identical 
results. But it is important to un- 

derstand how those results are ex- 
pressed, because in this case, for 
example, J&M are tacitly using 
different accounting conventions 
that would at least triple RMI's 
Cost of Saved Energy even if the 

technical content and results were 

identical. 

A. Accounting Conventions 
Are Crucial 

To see this, let's pick the sim- 
plest example: RMI's fluorescent 
troffer retrofit package, saving 

about 91% of lighting energy di- 
rectly used. This further saves net 
HVAC energy In the U.S. com- 
mercial sector, this HVAC "bo- 
nus" was found to average a fur- 
ther -35% of the direct lighting 
savings. RMI demonstrated that 
the CSE was 0.6c/kWh, taking ex- 

plicit credit both for net HVAC ef- 
fects and for saved maintenance 

costs. The maintenance credit 
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Methodological Overview of RMI's Technical-Potential Supply Curve 

• Rocky Mountain Institute's published TP supply 

curve for electric efficiency shows the measured installed 

technical cost and the measured performance of approxi- 

mately 1,000 kinds of commercially available technolo- 

gies. They are 1989 best-of-breed, carefully integrated 

into optimal packages, and fully installed wherever they 

would logically and technically fit into the 1986 U.S. stock 

of buildings and equipment (i.e., only "eligible" installa- 

tions are included), however long that takes (i.e., the dy- 

namics of actual installation are not part of this kind of 

analysis, but are handled separately as part of program 

design). 

• The quantities of electricity saved are measured at 

the retail meter, and are corrected for interactions in a us- 

age-weighted average U.S. climate. Since there were vir- 

tually no whole-building or whole-system retrofits to 

measure in 1989 (they remain rare today), the interactions 

are usually calculated from measured data, not measured 

directly. 

• "Costs" are societal internal Costs of Saved Energy 

(CSE) and are therefore "net" - -  i.e., they adjust capital 

cost for any change in present-valued maintenance costs. 

Thus if saved maintenance cost exceeds initial capital 

cost, CSE becomes negative. Capital costs are also appro- 

priately adjusted for any changes in the sizing of or need 

for associated equipment. For example, the CSE of a su- 

perwindow retrofit is adjusted for any HVAC equipment 

that it downsizes or eliminates. This too may make CSE 

negative. 

• Costs are total or marginal, depending in a common- 

sensical way on how a given device would be installed in 

practice to saturate the eligible opportunities over several 

decades. Installation is assumed to be timed and phased 

in a way consistent with sound program management--  

e.g., correlated with normal turnover of HVAC equip- 

ment in appropriate cases. 1 

• The analyzed costs vary widely - -  often by an order 

of magnitude - -  between different measures and applica- 

tions in a given end-use. To simplify the presentation, 

however, the 1989 summary supply curve cited by J&M 

aggregated costs into a single savings-weighted average 

for each of ten major end-uses, each including all sectors 

and U.S. climates. These end-uses were: lighting, its net 

HVAC effects, drivepower, space cooling and refrigera- 

tion, water heating, electronics, space heating (prelimi- 

nary data), residential process heat, and two minor terms 

- -  industrial process heat and electrolysis, neither ana- 

lyzed in detail. 

• How the total net costs are actually split between the 

customer, utility, and other parties is program-specific, 

not a technological property, and thus is not shown. 

• Costs are technical and hence explicitly exclude (not, 

as J&M state, "ignore") the transaction costs of delivery 

(marketing, administration, evaluation, etc.). Such costs 

would be inappropriate to include in a technical-potential 
analysis because they are program-dependent: Infinitely 

many program designs can be used to realize a given 

technical potential. RMI therefore analyzed these trans- 

action costs separately. However, their omission from the 

TP analysis should not be material, since transaction costs 

are empirically known to be very small in mature pro- 

grams. 2 

• Certain specialized soft costs, such as power-quality 

engineering for inverter drives, are included, but general 

design costs are not, since in a reasonably mature market 

these are essentially the same as for inefficient technolo- 

gies. This approximates the experience of the best de- 

signers today. 

• The TP supply-curve analysis exdudes lifestyle 

changes (the assumed technologies require none), degra- 

dation of service quality (which in fact usually improves, 

though no economic credit is taken for this potentially 

dominant benefit3), indirect and external costs and bene- 

fits, 4 load management, fuel-switching, further techno- 

logical progress, and some technical options that ex- 

ceeded long-run marginal cost or were not yet reliably 

evaluated. 

• The supply curve is not adjusted for either free riders 

or free drivers, not only because these are program-speci- 

fic rather than technical variables, but  also because those 

whom J&M rightly consider "probably the most experi- 

enced group in this area" describe so many fundamental 
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problems in measuring these purported effects that they 

must  be considered essentially unmeasurable. 5 More- 

over, many  practitioners suspect that if free riders and 

drivers could be reliably measured, they 'd often turn out 

to be of roughly equal size, more or less offsetting each 

other. Contrary to J&M's assumption, maximizing both is 

often a sound program design strategy. 6 

Endnotes  

1. It is possible that J&M may use a very different conven- 
tion that I believe is incorrect. Their Energy Journal article 
(see article note 4, infra) berates nine of their ten utilities 
for not counting "the remaining life of existing appliances" 
and for not penalizing utility programs for the costs of 
scrapping existing equipment. But if the equipment is to 
be replaced anyway at the end of its life, scrappage costs 
are unavoidable; if it is to be replaced prematurely because 
the capital and operating costs of the new unit undercut 
the running costs of the old unit, then that decision should 
be cheerfully made without regard to the old unit's sunk 
cost. (Curiously, J&M make essentially the opposite argu- 
ment in suggesting that programs are improperly assum- 
ing engineering lifetimes longer than economic lifetimes 
when the latter are driven by considerations other than 
saving energy costs.) There is room for debate about 
whether to use a midlife convention or some other rule for 
calculating the timing and hence the discounted present 
value of retrofits, but hardly about whether to substitute 
amortization (an accounting concept) for sunk cost (the 
correct economic concept). Black & Pierce's similar claim 
(see note 2, article, at 1381) that utilities should count "the 
economic loss from replacing existing equipment before 
the end of its useful life" seems misguided. 

2. See, e.g., Negawatts for Arkansas, note 11, infra, at 105- 
106, which analyzed the 1984 transaction costs reported by 
Southern California Edison Co. to the California PUC. Di- 
rectly allocated overheads (outreach, research, evaluation, 
technical and regulatory support), levelized over an as- 
sumed 20-year average measure life, cost 0.0051C/kWh in 
the business and 0.039c/kWh in the residential sectors - -  
respectively 3.5% and 2.0% of direct program costs, which 
in turn were a fraction of total measured costs. Additional 
overheads (administration, public awareness and educa- 
tion, advertising, measurement, and evaluation) cost 
0.026C/kWh, but may have been largely or wholly offset 
by uncounted avoidance of similar costs to support the 
displaced supply-side resources. J&M's latest Science letter, 
note 22, infra, objects that this is a single example, but fails 
to acknowledge that the "more recent data for multiple 
utilities" on which J&M relied instead were misquoted 

from their cited source (see note 15, infra) and inconsistent 
with J&M's own data. 

3. It is not unusual for a lighting or HVAC retrofit to yield 
labor-productivity benefits worth an order of magnitude 
more to the building operator than the entire electricity 
bill. RMI's Green Development Services will present ex- 
amples at the ACEEE 1994 Summer Study later this year. 

4. For example, promptly replacing old PCB-containing 
ballasts incurs no extra disposal cost (other than in time 
value) because they would have to be properly disposed of 
anyway; but it can avoid huge hazardous-waste cleanup 
costs by removing the ballasts before their ultimate failure 
makes them leak. Similarl~ promptly retrofitting CFC-con- 
taining refrigeration equipment can avoid the higher cost 
of recharging them later, and reducing the number of 
lamps by reflectorizing a tubular-fluorescent fixture can 
reduce long-term disposal or recycling cost commitments. 
RMI's analysis takes no credit for such avoided costs. 

5. See E. HIRST & J. REED, EDS., HANDBOOK OF EVALUATION 
OF UTILITY DSM PROGRAMS (ORNL/CON-336, 1991). All 
too often, efforts to measure free riders consist in essence 
of asking participants after the fact whether they are smart 
or stupid - -  with predictable results. It is remarkable, too, 
how seldom those supposedly inevitable free-rider savings 
are included in utilities' demand forecasts. J&M's note 21 
in the July '93 Electricity Journal states: "In general, we are 
skeptical of the 'free driver' argument, although it is obvi- 
ously an empirical issue." Precisely the same, however, 
should be true of free riders, which J&M strongly and 
asymmetrically emphasize. In my view, both issues de- 
serve much less attention than they have received. 

6. Maximizing free riders can be an effective temporary 
lever for market transformation (see T. Flanigan & A. 
Fleming, BC Hydro Flips a Market, PUBL. UTILS. FORT., Aug. 
1, 1993, at 20-22, 34) that makes free ridership "irrelevant" 
(see Hirst & Reed, supra note 5 at 133). The Northwest's Su- 
per Good Cents program did exactly that to transform the 
residential building market. So did that region's manufac- 
tured housing program. Maximizing free drivers through 
word-of-mouth outreach, emulation, and market develop- 
ment can save more energy at lower cost. However, tradi- 
tional control-group evaluation penalizes rather than 
rewarding the program for such success. As I remarked in 
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL, Mar./Apr. 1986, at 3-13 (and quoted 
in my Jan. 12, 1992 letter to Prof. Joskow, note 1, in fra), re- 
ducing "participants' gross savings by however much a 
'control group' of nonparticipants saved in the same pe- 
riod ... tacitly assumes that nonparticipants aren't influ- 
enced at all by the participants' successful example. That 
assumption is probably wrong: indeed, a goal of good util- 
ity program design is to make it as wrong as possible." 
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alone cut the present-valued net 
cost of the retrofit in half. That's 

because the reflector eliminated 

half the lamps, the 4-1amp ballasts 

then eliminated three-fourths of 
the ballasts, and over the nominal  

20-year ballast life, most  of the re- 
lamping and reballasting other- 

wise required was eliminated. 
The present value of those equip- 

ment  and labor savings equalled 

half the initial cost of the total ret- 

rofit package. But using different 
accounting conventions changes 

this expressed cost dramatically: 
• 0 .6c/kWh counting both the 

HVAC bonus and the saved main- 

tenance costs; 
• 1 .2c/kWh counting only the 

HVAC bonus; 
• 1 .6c/kWh counting neither; 

• 2 .0c/kWh counting neither, 

and expressed in J&M's 1991 $ 
(using the GNP implicit price de- 

flator, not J&M's CPI, but  still us- 
ing RMI's 5%/y  real discount rate 

- -  i.e., using approximately J&M's 

apparent accounting conventions); 

• 3 c / k W h  in 1991 $, using early- 

1980s generic typical ballast sav- 

ings rather than those measured 

for the specific ballast we sug- 
gested, and counting only the two 

"intrinsic" electricity-saving 
mechanisms of the ballast/control 
system rather than all ten that 

RMI documented  in 1988 or all of 
the 18 or so n o w  k n o w n .  24 

The costs and savings are ex- 
actly the same in all five cases, but 

they're expressed in different 

terms that change the apparent  

cost by up to fivefold or more. Yet 

to my  knowledge only one U.S. 
utility normally counts the HVAC 

bonus, and none routinely count 
the saved maintenance cost - -  not 

even the Bonneville Power Ad- 
ministration, which thought  it 

did. Moreover, most  utilities un- 
derstate actual savings in the man- 

ner described in the fifth bullet, so 
even when  good ballast and con- 

trol systems are specified, they 
don ' t  get credit for all the electric- 

ity they can actually save. 
Moreover, probably no utility 

fluorescent lighting retrofit pro- 

Most programs 
also dilute their cost- 

effectiveness by including 
clearly obsolete or cream- 
skimming technologies, 

or inferior versions of 
supposedly modem ones. 

gram yet uses the optimized tech- 

nology package RMI analyzed, let 
alone the critical prior steps of im- 

proving task quality, source/  
task/eye geometry; and lighting 
design. 2s Most programs also di- 

lute their cost-effectiveness by in- 

cluding clearly obsolete or cream- 
skimming technologies, or 

inferior versions of supposedly 
m o d e r n  ones .  26 T h u s ,  although 

utility subprograms that deliver 

the specific kinds of hardware 

RMI described do observe costs 
essentially identical to those RMI 

found, they are usually embed- 

ded  in larger lighting-retrofit pro- 
grams whose inferior components  

raise total costs and reduce total 

savings. 
Lighting retrofits as a whole 

combine fluorescent, incandes- 

cent, and (relatively minor) retro- 
fits. Differences of convention, 

like whether  saved maintenance 

costs are credited against capital 

costs, are even more important  for 
the incandescent than for the fluo- 

rescent retrofits. In 1986 $, the 
EPRI/RMI Scientific American arti- 

cle whose supply  curves J&M 
think their FD rebut showed aver- 

age all-sectors lighting-retrofit 

costs around +1c /kWh if saved 

maintenance costs weren' t  
counted, or -1.4c/kWh if they 

were. That article's text could 

hardly be clearer: 

Together the lighting innovations 
that are commercially available 
can potentially save one seventh 
to one fifth [the EPRI-low-to-RMI- 
mean range] of all the electricity 
now used in the U.S. These inno- 
vations would cost about one 
cent per kilowatt-hour to install. 
The reduced maintenance costs, 
Rocky Mountain Institute calcu- 
lates, would save the user an ad- 
ditional 2.4 cents per kilowatt- 
hour saved. 

Just this 2 .4c /kWh methodo- 
logical difference - -  whether  

saved maintenance costs are 
counted as RMI does or ignored 

as utilities do - -  is big enough to ex- 
plain virtually all the TP-vs.-FD dis- 
crepancy that J&M describe. In the 
commercial sector, that difference 

more than doubles. Yet, while ac- 
knowledging the "central role "27 

of saved maintenance costs in 
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RMI's conclusions, J&M ignore 
their own omission of this major 
benefit as an alternative explana- 
tion to their facile conclusion that 
RMI has "drastically understated 
the real costs. "28 

B. Surprisingly Close 
Agreement Anyway 

For all these reasons, FD should 

normally show smaller and cost- 
lier savings than RMI's TP analy- 

sis. Instead, most of J&M's C&I 
lighting programs showed cheaper 
savings than RMI's: Eight of 
J&M's 13 programs averaged 
about one-fourth cheaper than 
RMI's commercial fluorescent- 
troffer retrofit when expressed in 
the same accounting terms, and 

J&M's median for all 13 C&I light- 
ing programs, 2.2c/kWh, was 
slightly cheaper than the 
-2 .5c /kWh 29 cost of all RMI's 

commercial lighting retrofits. 
Then again, J&M's programs 
probably saved less, too. 

How about other utilities' ob- 

served program costs for commer- 
cial lighting retrofits? Agreement 

with RMI's TP costs would be sur- 
prising a priori because of the 
many differences in focus, techni- 
cal content, and analytic thor- 

oughness. Coincidentall~ how- 
ever, the agreement is again pretty 

close. In Nadel's Lessons Learned 
database, 13 full-scale utility light- 

ing rebate programs that reported 
total utility direct-plus-indirect 
costs averaged 1.3¢/kW, 3° or 2.6 

times below J&M's mean. Of 
course, Nadel 's 1.3c/kWh is only 
the utility's contribution, not the 

total resource cost to socie~. 

However, that total resource cost 
was paid by three direct-installa- 
tion programs, reported to cost an 
average of 1.9c/kWh on the same 
conventions 31 - -  close to J&M's 
mean and, with due allowance for 
the different measure lives and 
discount rates, to RMI's 1.6c/kWh 

(1986 $) for fluorescents only or 
2.1c/kWh (1986 $) for all commer- 
cial lighting. Six newer programs 

analyzed by The Results Center 
are in the same range. 32 

All these costs thus seem 
broadly consistent not only with 
RMI's but also with most of J&M's 

In nearly all states, 
utilities are still penalized, 
or at least not rewarded, 
if they do succeed in 
maximizing savings. 

when reported on a comparable 

basis (no HVAC interactions, no 
credit for saved maintenance cost, 
similar dollars and discount 
rates). However, though superfi- 

cially comforting, any such nu- 
merical consistency is coinciden- 
tal, because RMI's analysis used a 
better package of technologies 
that went further up the supply 
curve, and more thoroughly char- 
acterized the system's actual tech- 
nical performance. The utility 

programs, in general, both spent 
less and saved less - -  both be- 

cause they used less-optimized 

technological packages and be- 
cause they failed to take credit for 
some of the more subtle, though 
perfectly real and measurable, 
benefits. It is therefore coinciden- 
tal that their costs per saved kWh 
worked out about the same. Only 
if the technologies were identical 
and the savings identically ana- 
lyzed would the comparison be 
valid. In my experience advising 
dozens of utilities, such fair com- 

parisons do yield very close agree- 
ment. So they should, since 
they're describing the same thing: 
RMI's TP analysis is based on the 
same field costs and warranted 
performance of equipment that 

utilities are experiencing, and in- 
deed RMI often got those data 
from them. 33 The rest is arithme- 

tic. 

C. What Do the Costs Imply? 

To J&M's claim that it is proper 
to compare TP and FD costs as a 
basis for judging the TP costs' va- 
lidity, because "[t]he actual per- 

formance of programs that have 
been developed in response to 

[TP] ... projections is the best ba- 
sis for determining whether cur- 

rent policies are delivering the 
promised benefits," I would re- 

spond by noting that: 
• When expressed in the same 

terms, TP costs and representative 
FD costs are generally in quite 
good agreement; 

• This congruence is coinciden- 
tal, however, because at least 

RMI's TP costs represent better 

packages that would save more 
energy; 
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• Optimizing most actual utility 
programs' technological content 
would raise their savings, often 
severalfold, at the same or lower 

cost per kWh; 
• Yet, even before such optimi- 

zation, efficiency is so cheap that 
most programs are already highly 
cost-effective; 

• It would be surprising if most 

utilities had bothered to optimize 
their programs for maximum sav- 
ings, since in nearly all states they 
are still penalized (via ratemaking 
that couples profits to sales vol- 
umes and flows through all sav- 
ings to customers), or at least not 
rewarded, if they do succeed in 
maximizing savings. Utilities that 
spend money on DSM but save lit- 

tle energy are simply following 
the incentives that most states, 
pending regulatory reform, still 
give them. 

I t is no secret to my clients and 
audiences since the 1970s that 

most utilities' efficiency programs 
in most sectors and end-uses, 
though cost effective, are in fact 
suboptimized. They're pretty 

good, but could be better. They 
choose poorer technologies, or 
combine them less artfull~ than 
the packages we analyzed; or they 

deliver them with poorer quality 
control or in less streamlined fash- 

ion than best practice; or they in- 
cur excessive transaction costs; or 
they use a well-known collection 
of thoroughly avoidable ways to 
overpredict actual savings. 34 

(Most people don't  run four- or 
even five-minute miles either - -  
though that's no reason not to 

coach runners.) 

In particular, programs de- 
signed with the widely used 
spreadsheet-based, measure-by- 
measure software typically yield 
savings severalfold smaller and 
costlier than skilled designs that 
carefully integrate technologies 
into optimized packages. Effi- 
ciency supply curves in buildings 
are often not even monotonic: 

Cost-effective total savings can be 
bigger if certain non-cost-effective 

measures are included than if 
they are omitted, because their in- 

clusion can eliminate costly me- 

chanical systems and thus cut to- 
tal cost. 35 

Practitioners have been striving 
for a couple of decades to correct 

these suboptimizations--to help 
utilities' talented and dedicated 

staffs learn as fast as technology 
and design understanding im- 
prove. Gratifying progress is 
starting to be made through the ef- 
forts of specialized centers on de- 
mand-side technologies (e.g., for 
lighting, at Rensselaer, Seattle, 
and E SOURCE). It does not ap- 
pear, however, that J&M under- 

stand either the problem or the so- 
lution in this rapid technological 
and integrative-design evolution. 

IV. Technological Optimism, 
or Rigorous Empiricism? 

That brings me to J&M's asser- 
tion that RMI's TP "estimates of 
costs and performance are exces- 

sively optimistic" because they re- 
lied on "uncertain technologies 
with uncertain costs and limited 
commercial market experience." 

Again, had J&M read RMI's de- 
tailed analyses, they would know 
this to be untrue. I challenge 
them to cite a single instance of 
such technologies underlying 
RMI's TP analysis - -  let alone the 

comprehensive range of examples 
necessary to support their sweep- 
ing assertion. 36 

While no cost or performance 
measurements can be exact, the 
RMI team carefully handled the 

inevitable uncertainties by using 
such standard techniques as scop- 
ing and conservatisms. The tech- 
nologies RMI assumed for its 
supply curve were in no sense ex- 
perimental or speculative; they 

were all on the market with stand- 
ard specifications and warranties 

(except for a very few, of trivial if 
any total effect, that were then in 

the process of entering the market 
after field tests). Though the tech- 
nologies RMI assessed were not 
yet in general use if they were, 
there would have been no point 
doing the analysis--they had a 
base of field experience ample to 
support the conclusions drawn. 
RMI's analytic results were later 
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borne out and improved upon. In 
my opinion, all ten blocks of 
RMI's N1989 supply curve, if 
reevaluated toda~ would show 
even bigger and cheaper sav- 
ings °37 

V. Concluding Remarks 

J&M's article in The Electricity 
Journal softens some of their least 
defensible earlier conclusions and 
adds some useful new contribu- 
tions. 38 It acknowledges for the 
first time in notes 21 and 24 that 
control groups can shift and 
hence make technically successful 
programs look economically un- 
successful. (Unfortunatel~ J&M 
never draw the obvious conclu- 
sion that this method of evalu- 
ation is seriously flawed, 39 but in- 
stead interpret my specific 
criticisms of its misuse genericall~ 
incorrectly stating that "Lovins re- 
jects the use of control groups and 
appropriate supporting statistical 
analysis to verify energy sav- 
ings."40) 

J&M also describe a worth- 
while, though quantitatively pre- 
mature, 41 example of what hap- 
pens when good evaluation is not 
matched by corresponding up- 
dates in programmatic content to 
keep ahead of the diffusion of im- 
proved practices from innovative 
to fairly commonplace. And they 
add welcome support to long- 
standing and widespread efforts 
to propagate to all programs the 
careful design, evaluation, and 
feedback now practiced only by 
the best. 42 

However, it is hard to interpret 
J&M's papers on the costs of sav- 
ing electricity as merely a call for 
better evaluation and more adap- 
tive program improvements. 
Rather, J&M fundamentally dis- 
agree that utilities should acquire 
efficiency "resources" even when 
least-cost. J&M believe this ap- 
proach "is the source of a lot of 
sloppy thinking (and wasteful ex- 
penditures) .. . .  leads to higher 
rates 43 and pervasive cross-subsi- 
dies, 44 ... will simply be unsustain- 
able [as] competition evolves in 

the electric power industry, "45 and 
substitutes "central planning" for 
consumer sovereignty. 

That view could be very easily 
confused with the tired dogma 
that marginal-cost pricing (per- 
haps including externalities) 
provides customers with good 
enough information about the so- 
cietal benefits of saving electricity: 
that "when presented with the in- 
formation necessary" about pri- 
vate costs and benefits, customers 
guided by Adam Smith's invisible 
hand are "generally in the best po- 

sition to evaluate" whether to in- 
vest in efficienc3~ so utilities' inter- 
ventions to ensure "best buys 
first" should be more or less strin- 
gently restricted rather than gener- 
ously rewarded. 

I share J&M's fondness for free 
markets as efficient allocators, ad- 
vocate regulatory methods that 
emulate efficient market out- 
comes, and oppose regulatory 
micromanagement of utility pro- 
grams and utility micromanage- 
ment of customers' choices. I 
agree emphatically that "we want 
least-cost outcomes, not nice com- 
puter printouts produced by inte- 
grated least-cost planning soft- 
ware." To that end, I have invented 
many of the methods now in use 
for shifting implementation from 
engineered program delivery to 
market-making - -  e.g., by making 
saved electricity into a fungible 
commodity subject to competitive 
bidding, arbitrage, secondary mar- 
kets, derivative instruments, etc. 
In these senses I am in sympathy 
with J&M's principles. 

H owever, I have also stud- 
ied and experienced mar- 

ket failures 46 in this sphere for far 
too long to share J&M's optimism 
that "a decentralized customer 
service and customer resource 
perspective" will automatically 
yield societally efficient allocation 
and utilization of resources. To 
the extent economic theory sup- 
poses that market failures in buy- 
ing negawatts must be immate- 
rial, economic theory is wrong 
as everyone knows who actually 
tries to sell negawatts for a living. 
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In the real World inhabited by 
practitioners, very few customers 
have the information, opportu- 
nity, societally efficient discount 
rate, time, and dedication to buy 
efficiency whenever it's cheaper 
than supply J&M's own limited 
information about the technolo- 
gies they're discussing is Exhibit 
One on the reality of market fail- 

ures. Those who best appreciate 
this reality are in general not cen- 
tral planners but market-oriented 
pragmatists. I invite J&M to join 

their ranks. I hope J&M will 
come to share my view that utili- 
ties can simultaneously think of 
efficiency as a valuable resource 
and enable their customers to ac- 
quire it by a variety of carefully 
targeted interventions that rely 
chiefly on markets, seek to har- 
ness their dynamism and flexibil- 
it~ and creatively overcome ob- 

served market failures. 

l 't would also advance the 
.state of the art if J&M would 

deal clearl~4 substantivel~ and in 

detail with the serious criticisms 
of their work first provided to 
them privatel~ then reluctantly 
published, over the past two 
years. Instead, they continue to 
reiterate 47 misleading descriptions 

of what  they did and blanket as- 
surances that criticisms are "un- 
founded." Such unwillingness to 
acknowledge and correct real 
problems in their work suggests 
an unhealthy preference for ex ca- 

thedra pronouncements over self- 
exposure to the rigors of the scien- 

tific method, and threatens to 
obscure or tarnish their other use- 

ful contributions. 

While displaying little familiar- 
ity with major recent progress in 
program design, evaluation, and 
regulatory reform, J&M do use- 
fully confirm those develop- 
ments' importance. And they 
raise a key underlying issue. If, as 
they claim, FD did in fact show 
that utilities' efficiency programs 
are generically far costlier than 

RMI and others had said - -  in 
comparisons free of all the arti- 

facts and distortions described 
above - -  what would that mean? 
Would it mean RMI and others 

were simply wrong and had 
grossly understated efficiency's 

actual cost, so major utility invest- 
ments in efficiency have been 
based on false premises? 

Many practitioners more famil- 
iar than J&M with the TP esti- 
mates they're criticizing, includ- 
ing RMI's, would suggest a 
different interpretation: that very 

few utility programs yet harness 
the modem technologies, and 
especially the optimized combina- 

tions of technologies, that are 
available, attractive, and highly 

cost-effective; that inculcating and 
operationalizing a thorough un- 
derstanding of these new oppor- 
tunities is hard and needs far 
greater effort; that far-reaching re- 
forms are needed in design and 
real-estate practice and incentives; 
and that success in these efforts 
will yield great rewards for both 
utilities and customers. These are 
certainly among the central les- 
sons of my own extensive utility 
consulting practice over the past 
couple of decades. 

S uch practitioners realize that 
well-designed programs are 

yielding field data consistent with 
the TP estimates of very big, 
cheap savings, but that many pro- 
grams' content remains far from 
that goal. This gap impels them 
to improve the programs, even as 

J&M's view of costs impels them 
to question all programs' justifica- 

tion. But either wa~ J&M's latest 
restatement of their basic recom- 
mendation 48 remains valid: "We 

did not say that conservation pro- 
grams should be 'deemphasized'; 
rather, programs and their evalu- 

ation should be improved so that 
they really help to remove market 

barriers and to facilitate wise en- 
ergy choices by customers." On 

that conclusion, if not the way of 
getting there, we can all agree. 49 • 

Endnotes  

1. Letter from A.B. Lovins to P.L. 
Joskow (Jan. 12, 1992) (RMI Publica- 
tion #U93-2, 1993) --  privately pro- 
vided to J&M nearly a year before 
they published controversial results 
largely ignoring that critique; A.B. 
Lovins, Inexpensive Ways to Save Elec- 
tricity, TECH. REV., Aug./Sept. 1993, at 
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7, 79; and  A.B. Lovins,  The Cost of En- 
ergy Efficiency, 261 SCIENCE 969-70 
(Aug. 20, 1993), whose  s imilar  May 2, 
1993 draft  J&M cite. 

2. E.g., b y  B.S. Black & R.J. Pierce, Jr., 
The Choice Between Markets and Central 
Planning in Regulating the U.S. Electric- 
ity Industry, 93 COLUM. L. REV. 1339- 
1441 (Oct. 1993), a tendent ious  
c o m p e n d i u m  of all the usual  errors  in 
this genre p lus  a few new ones. 

3. The s u p p l y  curve J&M criticize re- 
lies explici t ly on RMI's  de ta i led  analy-  
ses, conta ined in wha t  are now six 
Technology Atlases:  THE STATE OF THE 
ART: LIGHTING (1988), : DRIVEPOWER 
(1989), : APPLIANCES (1990), : WATER 
HEATING (1991), : SPACE COOLING AND 
AIR HANDLING (1992), and  SPACE HEAT- 
ING TECHNOLOGY ATLAS (1993), p lus  
supplements .  The first four  of those 
six vo lumes  were p repa red  by  a re- 
search team u n d e r  my  direction,  and  
publ i shed  by  Rocky Mounta in  Insti- 
tute 's  in-house technical  informat ion  
service, COMPETITEK. From May 1, 
1992, when  the fifth vo lume  was  also 
v i r tua l ly  complete,  that  service has 
been opera ted  b y  an i ndependen t  RMI 
subsidiary,  which  in September  1992 
changed its name to E SOURCE. That 
service (located at  1033 Walnut  St., 
Boulder CO 80302-5114, 303/440-8500, 
fax -8502) now publ i shes  all six vol- 
umes,  successor edi t ions,  dozens  of bi- 
month ly  upda tes ,  and  other  
supplements•  

4. Paul Joskow and  Dona ld  Marron,  
What Does a Negawatt Really Cost? Evi- 
dence from Utility Conservation Pro- 
grams, 13 ENERGY J. 41-74 (1992). 
Their comple te  text expla ins  at  72: 

The data provided to us by utilities is 
|sic] an uneven mix of historical experi- 
ence, projections adjusted for the util- 
ity's historical experience, and simple 
projections made by the utility based 
on engineering data and experience of 
other utilities. As a result, the num- 
bers that we are able to compute are a 
mix of actual utility experience and the 
projections of what utilities think the 
conservation programs will cost and 
achieve. 

J&M do not  state the propor t ions  of 
that mix, nor  d is t inguish  in their  re- 
por ted  figures be tween historic da ta  
and future anticipat ions.  Thus, read-  
ers who  think of their work  as based  
on historical  measurements  - -  per-  
haps  because  J&M claim to have sub- 
jected RMI's  analyses  to " r igorous  
empir ical  examinat ion in real, repre- 
sentat ive set t ings" - -  may  be d isap-  
pointed.  See, Paul Joskow and Donald 
Marron,  What Does Utility-Subsidized 
Energy Efficiency Really Cost?, 260 SCI- 
ENCE 281,370 (Apr. 16, 1993)• 

5. S. NADEL, LESSONS LEARNED (Rep. 
90-8, N.Y. State Energy Res. and De- 
vel. Auth. ,  with N.Y. State Energy Of- 
fice and Niagara  Mohawk Power  

/ i " '  

Corp.,  Amer ican  Council  for an En- 
ergy-Efficient Economy, Apr i l  1990. 
J&M's Energy Journal article, id., 
briefly cites this impor tan t  reference, 
but  fails to d r aw  the p roper  lessons 
from its conclusions.  

6. My Jan. 12, 1992 review of J&M's 
draft  article, after some uti l i ty-specific 
examples ,  noted that Lessons Learned 
had found,  wi th  a variety of evalu-  
ation and repor t ing  conventions,  " in 
1988 $ at a 6 % / y  real d iscount  rate, 15 
l ighting p rograms  and six of eight  gen- 
eral indust r ia l  p rograms  cost ing the 
ut i l i ty 1C/kWh or less (three of the in- 
dust r ia l  p rograms  cost the ut i l i ty less 
than 0 .5c /kWh) ,  and SCE's indus t r ia l  
ha rdware  rebates costing the uti l i ty 

0.2C/kWh. Median util i ty cost per  
saved kWh was at or be low 1¢ for 
audi ts ,  l ighting informat ion and  re- 
bates, indus t r ia l  p rog rams  genera l ly  
(0.8¢), motor  rebates (0.55¢), new-con-  
struction rebates,  and  mul t ip le -end-  
use rebates (0.9¢) and  loans (0.8¢)." 
Every one of these figures, repre- 
sent ing major  components  of most  
C&I p rograms ,  is below the low end of 
J&M's 1.5-6.7C/kWh range for C&I 
p rograms  as a whole.  The same is 
true for wha t  J&M call "p rog ram com- 
ponents ."  J&M's seven "efficient mo- 
tors" p r o g r a m  costs ranged from 1.8 to 
31 t imes Nade l ' s  median;  their med ian  
was 3.5 t imes his. Their 11 commer-  
cial and indust r ia l  new-const ruct ion 
p rog ram costs ranged  from two to 18 
times Nade l ' s  median .  A n d  so on. 
J&M further assert  that  full account- 
ing for costs and  accurate measure-  
ment  of savings would  "systematically" 
increase the costs they repor t  by  an un- 
known factor that  might  average 
a round  two, mak ing  their  costs even 
more unpreresenta t ive .  Of course,  any 
wel l -eva lua ted  p rogram,  of which 
there are now m a n ~  a l ready  accounts 
for the effects that J&M bel ieve have 
been omit ted.  

7. Without  acknowledg ing  or replying 
to the numer ica l  evidence a l ready  pro- 
v ided  to them (see previous  note), 
J&M assert  that: 

• "Several  of [their ten] uti l i t ies ... 
have had  conservat ion p rograms  in 
place, especial ly  for residential  cus- 
tomers,  for near ly  a decade  (e.g., Long 
Is land Light ing)"  - -  as if this ensured 
low cost; some uti l i t ies are well  
known to have  poor  learning curves 
and old but  still pers is tent ly  ineffi- 
cient p rograms ,  such as the Bonneville 
wea ther iza t ion  p rog ra m that J&M 
themselves  cite. 

• "Others  are often poin ted  to as con- 
servat ion leaders  in the ut i l i ty  indus-  
try" - -  pa r t ly  true for some (not 
others),  bu t  no guarantee  that  the par-  
t icular p rog rams  selected are either ex- 
e mp la ry  or cheap. 

• "[M]ore than half ... have p rograms  
... ident if ied by  Flanigan and Wein- 
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traub as being among the most suc- 
cessful in North America" - -  true, but 
having such programs may not indi- 
cate exemplary quality overall, and 
those authors' organization, The Re- 
sults Center, defined "successful" us- 
ing a very broad set of criteria, among 
which low cost is only one, and not a 
particularly important one at that. 

8. C.W. Gellings, presentation to En- 
ergy Committee, Aspen Institute for 
Humanistic Studies (July 10, 1993) and 
July 16, 1993 personal communication. 
Gellings used the cost and savings 
data that utilities reported to the En- 
ergy Information Administration (data 
that vary widely in quality and con- 
ventions but are more valid when ag- 
gregated nationwide than taken 
singly); increased all those costs by 
15% to allow for any underreporting 
of administrative costs; used EPRI 
data to extend backwards before 1989, 
when the formal reporting began; and 
reduced totals to back out load-man- 
agement costs (which dominate most 
programs). He then both discounted 
future savings and adjusted them for 
gradual "decay" over appropriate life- 
times. The results appear conserva- 
tive. 

9. C. Blumstein and J. Harris, The Cost 
of Energy Efficiency, 261 SCIENCE 970 
(Aug. 20, 1993). J&M say their low-in- 
come programs aren't significantly 
costlier than general-market pro- 
grams, and five of their 13 residential 
programs (none defined) did show 
low-income programs to be cheaper 
than the rest, but it isn't clear whether 
this is because they also stayed lower 
on the supply curve and hence saved 
less. 

10. This looks simple, but is perhaps 
the most complex system of all: The 
residential hot-water retrofit packages 
analyzed by RMI typically include 
close to 20 distinct measures, all intri- 
cately interactive. 

11. Remarkably, J&M's Energy Journal 
article, supra note 4, nonetheless man- 
ages to conclude that for C&I savings, 
"The RMI numbers are too low by a 
factor of two to ten." That's especially 

clairvoyant because, as they admit, 
their cited source states no "RMI num- 
bers" corresponding to J&M's pro- 
gram or sub-program categories, so 
they guessed. As noted in the inset on 
page 36, the RMI supply curve being 
criticized by J&M aggregates ~1,000 
technologies into ten end-use catego- 
ries, all but two of which are aggre- 
gated across all sectors. My Jan. 12, 
1992 critique (supra note 1), noting 
this, recommended that J&M use for 
comparison the sectoral supply-curve 
summaries in RMI's 1988 study 
Negawatts for Arkansas. They didn't. 
My critique also stated, consistent 
with the Arkansas study's findings, 
that "superinsulating existing residen- 
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tial shells is expensive--probably -4 -  
8c/kWh without, or much less (per- 
haps down to zero or less) with, credit 
for downsizing mechanicals on their 
replacement." J&M's convention of 
omitting such credits can therefore 
cause large discrepancies. They report 
costs of 1.6-160.6C/kWh for residen- 
tial "new construction," but no data 
for shell improvements alone, new or 
retrofit, and no HVAC sizing credits. 

12. J&M cite only my 1990 joint sur- 
vey article with EPRI, A.P. Fickett, 
C.W. Gellings, & A.B. Lovins, Efficient 
Use of Electricity, 262 SCI. AM. 64-74 
(Sept. 1990), in a semipopular maga- 
zine that edits out all technical details, 
"and references therein." Those refer- 

ences include three of mine: an even 
less detailed 1989 survey paper, plus 
the first two (the only ones then pub- 
lished at full length) of the six Technol- 
ogy Atlases cited in note 3, supra: 
2,509 dense pages of encyclopedic 
primers documented to 5,135 sourc- 
enotes, later extensively supple- 
mented. These proprietary sources 
are used by several hundred utilities, 
governments, industries, and related 
organizations in about three dozen 
countries, and are undisputed to this 
day by anyone who has read them. 
Joskow and Marron, as far as I know, 
have not (their institution is not 
among the 20+ subscribing universi- 
ties). Nor do they appear to have 
taken account of any of RMI's or my 
other detailed technical publications, 
e.g., those cited in my Jan. 12, 1992 cri- 
tique of their draft paper (note 1, su- 
pra). 

13. E.g., A.B. & L.H. Lovins, Least-Cost 
Climatic Stabilization, 16 ANN. REV. EN. 
ENVT. 433-531 (1991), which J&M's Sci- 
ence article (note 4, supra) cites as its 
note 5. 

14. This is equally true of the amount 
or percentage of electricity saved. 
J&M's article in this journal states that 
"the experience of utilities with care- 
ful measurement programs indicates 
that the magnitude of energy savings 
achievable through utility programs is 
substantially smaller than indicated 
by the TP studies." This cannot be 
due simply to differences in market 
fraction captured, since TP studies ex- 
plicitly assume 100% capture of techni- 
cally eligible applications (that's what 
"technical potential" means). (As a re- 
ality check, capture fractions around 
70-90+% have lately been achieved in 
particular efficiency micromarkets.) 
J&M must therefore be saying that 
utilities have tried to capture the TP 
identified in TP studies like RMI's, but 
have failed to do so. They give no ex- 
amples, and I am not aware of any. Es- 
sentially all utility program designers 
would agree that they fall far short of 
the technological comprehensiveness 
and integrated design that underlie 
RMI's TP analyses. On the contrary, 
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the only such effort of which I am 
aware, PG&E's Advanced Customer 
Technology Test for Maximum Energy 
Efficiency (ACT2), is in fact achieving 
cost-effective savings comparable to 
or larger than those shown in RMI's 
TP analyses, i.e., around three-fourths. 
To my knowledge, no utility has tried 
to deploy technology packages similar 
to those shown in RMI's TP analyses 
and has then failed to achieve a similar 
or larger percentage saving; but of 
course inferior packages do save 
much less. 

15. Most of these figures apparently 
do not include all administrative 
costs. However, based on seven utili- 
ties' highly aggregated estimates of 
those costs for C&I programs, with a 
ninefold range of 5-48% and a mean of 
24%, J&M's Energy Journal article 
somehow concludes that "a 30% ad- 
ministrative cost fraction appears to 
be at the low end of a reasonable 
range for the C&I programs." They 
also cite a 20-30% range from LINDA 
BERRY, THE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS OF 
ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAMS 
(ORNL/CON-294, 1989)• However, 
Berry's paper does not say that: It 
does cite -25-35% administrative 
costs for "commercial audit plus incen- 
tive programs aimed at a variety of 
end uses," but it also finds 13% for 
"commercial rebate programs, such as 
Wisconsin Electric's Smart Money pro- 
gram," and recommends "a lower 
value [10% to 15%] ... for commercial 
lighting programs or for rebate[-]only 
programs which do not offer audits." 

16. Nine utilities (the tenth produced 
no C&I lighting data) yielded 13 data 
points because two had multiple time 
periods and one of those had two dis- 
tinct sub-programs. 

17. Including net effects on space- 
heating and -cooling energy (HVAC in- 
teractions). A.B. Lovins & R. 
Sardinsky, The State of the Art: Lighting, 
COMPETITEK/RMI (1988) (available 
from E SOURCE); the second edition is 
due in spring 1994. Of course, in 
1986, compact fluorescents had only 
been on the U.S. market for five years 

and there were only a few dozen 
kinds, compared with more than 700 
today. 

18. Calculated in 1986 U.S. dollars 
levelized at 5%/y real, using the stand- 
ard Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory for- 
mat: CSE = Ci/S[1-(l+i)-n], where C = 
capital cost net of any present-valued 
net effect on maintenance or other as- 
sociated costs, i = annual real discount 
rate expressed as a decimal (in RMI's 
convention, 0.05), S = kWh/y  saved in- 
cluding HVAC interactions, and n = 
lifetime in years. 

19. In their Energy Journal article, su- 
pra note 4, J&M doubt this, comment- 
ing: "If this is true, it indicates that 

consumers and firms are wasting 
more than just electricity in their light- 
ing design. Alternatively, it may be 
taken as a signal of the great optimism 
implicit in the RMI estimates." Rela- 
tive lamp lives, however, are not an 
untestable RMI assumption but an ob- 
servable and commercially warranted 
fact. Only scholars with a peculiar 
aversion to facts would prefer specu- 
lating about lamp lives to consulting 
any standard lighting equipment cata- 
log. See also note 36, infra. 

20. Namely, a well-designed imaging 
specular reflector, two tristimulus- 
phosphor (but not yet T8) lamps, a 
very efficient four-lamp tandem-wired 
continuous-dimming electronic bal- 

last, dimming controls, and occupancy 
sensor. Much of this analysis, which 
was corrected for thermal effects, is 
summarized by an illustration and 
caption in the Scientific American 
EPRI/RMI article (note 12, supra) from 
which J&M obtained RMI's TP supply 
curve, and more fully described in 
J&M's citation in note 13, supra. Both 
cite the complete source (note 17, su- 
pra). 

21. M.A. PIETTE, F. KRAUSE, & R. VER- 
DERBER, TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT: EN- 
ERGY-EFFICIENT COMMERCIAL LIGHTING 
(LBL-27032, Lawrence Berkeley Labo- 
ratory, 1989). The difference is due to 
some specific measures that RMI in- 
cluded and LBL didn't; the differences 
in the main technologies that both 
studies included are unimportant. 

22. Their latest letter, at 262 SCIENCE 
319-21 (Oct. 15, 1993), adds that RMI's 
"results are based on many assump- 
tions about the generality of usage 
conditions, marketing, installation, 
monitoring costs, and the potential 
market for each device and not, as 
Lovins would have it, only on empiri- 
cal data." This further suggests their 
unfamiliarity with the work they're cit- 
ing. Had they read it, they would 
know that "marketing," "monitoring 
costs," and "the potential market for 
each device" are bounded out by the 
basic principles of RMI's TP analysis 
(see inset box on p. 36), and that "us- 
age conditions" and "installation" 
were surveyed in a previously un- 
precedented compilation of empirical 
data. 

23. Not just RMI's. For example, Dr. 
D.C. Goldstein (Natural Resources De- 
fense Council, San Francisco) evalu- 
ated a variety of new and retrofit 
commercial-lighting packages under 
slightly different accounting conven- 
tions (10% HVAC bonus, 1990 $, 3%/y 
real discount rate, saved maintenance 
costs included), using a highly trans- 
parent spreadsheet methodology ex- 
pressed in standard Illuminating 
Engineering Society format. He chose 
packages of technologies somewhat 
less refined than RMI's, used highly 
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conservative assumptions, and did not 
fully count benefits, but  reached 
broadly similar conclusions. For ex- 
ample, the most nearly comparable ret- 
rofit package, expressed in his terms, 
saved 76% of initial lighting energy in 
a standard 4F40 fixture, while deliver- 
ing the same design illuminance with 
better quality, at an average cost of 
0.9C/kWh. (Just using our 35% HVAC 
bonus would reduce this to 
0.65C/kWh - -  within 10% of our 
0 .6c/kWh when expressed using the 
same dollars and discount rate.) For 
ten classes of commercial lighting im- 
provements,  the potential California 
savings to 2009 totalled 22 T W h / y  at 
an average cost of 0 .7c/kWh, with sub- 
package costs ranging from 0.8 to 
+1.9C/kWh. See D.G. Goldstein, R. 
Mowris, B. Davis, & K. Dolan, Initiat- 
ing Least-Cost Energy Planning in 
California: Preliminary Methodology 
and Analysis (Feb. 1990)(NRDC/Si- 
erra Club submission to California En- 
ergy Commission Docket #88-ER-8, 
21). 

24. Two intrinsic savings (reduced bal- 
last losses and higher lamp efficacy at 
high frequency); elimination of some 
duplicate circuitry in 4-1amp ballasts; 
daylight dimming;  occupancy sensors; 
scheduling controllers; automatic com- 
pensation for lumen depreciation 
(typically saving -14%); task-tuning 
(12-20%); and two savings from re- 
duced design margins (due to reduced 
sensitivity to abnormal supply voltage 
and to lampwall temperature) total- 
ling 121/2%. Those last four effects are 
almost never included in utilities' pro- 
gram design or measurement.  Eight 
additional kinds of savings were not 
yet well documented in 1988, and 
three were then scarcely known, so 
RMI took no credit for them. 

25. Some of the most modern  pro- 
grams come close, but  even those that 
properly emphasize a bundle of good 
reflectors, T8 lamps, electronic bal- 
lasts, and occupancy controls seldom 
include the d imming  controls too - -  
often the biggest single saving oppor-  
tunity. Photocell-controlled continu- 
ous-dimming ballasts not only save 

-50% or more in daylit areas, which 
are often about half of commercial 
floorspace; as mentioned in the pre- 
vious note, they also save a further 
-14% of the energy over a group 
relamping cycle by automatically com- 
pensating for the gradual deteriora- 
tion of lamp output  with age and dirt, 
and a further -12-20% by permitting 
"task-tuning" - -  modulat ing illumi- 
nance across the space to match the 
spatial pattern of visual tasks. These 
latter two mechanisms typically jus- 
tify the d imming controls even in non- 
daylit core zones. 

26. The former include "energy-sav- 
ing" 34-W four-foot fluorescent lamps, 

current limiters, and "high-efficiency" 
electromagnetic ballasts; the latter in- 
clude compact fluorescents that don ' t  
fit the fixtures, yield unattractive color 
or dim light, start only with delay and 
flicker, etc. 

27. See J&M's Energy. J. article, supra 
note 4, at n. 21. 

28. While the effect of saved mainte- 
nance or associated-equipment costs is 
most  important for lighting technolo- 
gies, the subject of our example here, 
it is also very important for motor sys- 
tems, mechanical systems, domestic 
hot-water systems, reductions in build- 
ings' heating and cooling loads, and 
many other technologies. Thus, while 

the lighting example is unusually 
clear, it is not exceptional. 

29. Without HVAC bonus or saved 
maintenance costs, and in 1991 $ (but 
still using RMI's 5 % / y  real discount 
rate), fluorescent retrofits cost 
- 2 . 0 c / k W h  and incandescent ones av- 
erage 3 .2c/kWh,  implying an energy- 
weighted-average commercial lighting 
retrofit cost of -2 .5c /kWh.  Including 
other minor types would only slightly 
change this cost. 

30. In mixed current dollars, mainly 
mid-1980s, levelized at 6 % / y  real, 
with varying accounting conventions. 
These are all such programs for which 
CSEs are shown in Table 3-1 of 
Nadel 's  Lessons Learned, supra note 5, 
except for one outlier program that 
cost 5.7 times as much as the next 
most costly. The programs differed in 
many accounting conventions, includ- 
ing their handling of free riders and 
free drivers, so the results are quite ap- 
proximate. 

31. And using only a 5-y average 
measure life, vs. an average 9.6 y for 
the previous 13 programs. 

32. J. WELLINGHOFF & T. FLANIGAN, 
COMMERCIAL LIGHTING PROGRAMS: THE 
KEYS TO DSM SUCCESS (IRT Environ- 
ment, Basalt, Colo., 1993); IRT uses 
1990 $ and a 5 % / y  real discount rate. 
The six programs generally ran 
through 1991. NYPA paid 1.2C/kWh 
(and society as a whole paid 
-3 .1c /kWh)  for lighting efficiency, al- 
most all retrofitted. SMUD paid 
2.2C/kWh for a simple fluorescent-fix- 
ture retrofit pilot program that was 
not yet mature. Four general business- 
sector efficiency programs that were 
N80% lighting, but mixed in with 
other kinds of measures, averaged 
1.4C/kWh (PG&E 0.7, SCE 1.2, 
WEPCo 1.2, and ConEd 2.6). All these 
costs except WEPCo's  reportedly in- 
cluded actual administrative costs. 
The cheapest program, EPA's Green 
Lights program, based on admittedly 
approximate self-reported savings av- 
eraging 51%, incurred an information- 
only cost of 0 .46c/kWh through 
summer 1992, but its expected future 
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retrofit savings  - -  whose  promot iona l  
and informat ion costs have a l ready  
been pa id  b y  E P A - -  w o u l d  cut this to 
only 0.0035c/kWh. J&M consider  this 
a model ,  since cus tomers  get  only  in- 
format ion and  mus t  a r range  to p a y  
the equ ipment  costs themselves.  
Gratifyingly,  PG&E's  latest  eva lua t ion  
shows 98% real izat ion of forecast  non- 
residential  l ighting savings  du r ing  
1990-92. See PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC 
Co., EVALUATION OF THE CIA RETROFIT 
REBATE PROGRAM: FINAL REPORT (CIA- 
93-X01, Sept. 1993) (Customer  Energy 
Efficiency Policy and Evalua t ion  Sec- 
tion, PG&E, San Francisco). 

33. Of course,  RMI 's  analyses  are not  
restr icted to supp ly  curves of technical  
potential :  The Inst i tute  has separa te ly  
analyzed  actual ly  observed  ut i l i ty  pro-  
g ram costs, as well  as the famil iar  
measurement  and  eva lua t ion  issues 
they raise, in o ther  publ icat ions ,  some 
of book length, that  J&M do not  cite. 

34. These are nicely cata logued.  See 
S.M. Nade l  and  K.M. Keating,  Engi- 
neering Estimates vs. Impact Evaluation 
Results: How Do They Compare and 
Why?, PROCS. 1991 INTL. EN. PROG. 
EVALN. CONF. (Chicago) 24-33. They 
show that specific errors  in analysis ,  
instal lat ion,  or eva lua t ion  often yield 
substant ia l  overpred ic t ions  of actual  
savings in three specific types of pro-  
grams (residential  retrofits, smal l -cus-  
tomer l ighting,  and  showerheads) ,  bu t  
that p rope r  p rocedures  yie ld  excellent  
agreement  be tween  pred ic ted  and ac- 
tual savings in all kinds  of programs.  
Astonishingly,  J&M, in their Science ar- 
ticle, supra note 4 at ref. 7, and in their 
later letter at 262 SCIENCE at 320 
(1993), cite this classic p a p e r  only as 
suppor t ing  their  asser t ion that ut i l i ty 
p rograms  genera l ly  underach ieve  pre- 
dicted savings  - -  not  for its au thors '  
contrary  conclusion that  such discrep-  
ancies, even in the l imited classes of 
p rograms  where  they are normal ly  ob- 
served,  are readily avoidable (see note 2 
of my  response in Science, note 1 su- 
pra). 

Nadel  has conf i rmed in a 1993 per-  
sonal communica t ion  to me that  

J&M's in terpre ta t ion turns the paper  
on its head,  bu t  J&M continue to insist  
in their  Science letter that  it "d id  not  
lead to an oppos i te  conclusion from 
[their own]." J&M's b izarre  interpreta-  
tion, like Black & Pierce's  b lanket  
s tatement,  supra note 2, at 1381, that 
"Engineer ing est imates are notori-  
ously inaccurate,"  represents  a typical  
failure of theoretical  economists  to un- 
ders tand  the nature  of engineer ing cal- 
culations.  Properly done engineer ing 
calculat ions wil l  quite accurately pre- 
dict their  properly execu ted outcome,  
since the connection is de te rmined  by  
physical  law and the in tervening cau- 
salities are largely controllable and de- 

terminist ic (the only significant excep- 
tion, which  can be measured  but  not  
prevented ,  is behaviora l  variation).  It 
is defini tely not true, in contrast,  that  
p roper ly  done economic forecasts will 
prove fairly accurate. 

35. This was true, for example ,  of a 
new tract  house  just comple ted  in 
Davis, California ( E SOURCE Tech 
Memo TM-93-5, Nov. 1993, 4 pp.). De- 
spite  a des ign d rybu lb  tempera ture  of 
105°F and extreme of -113°F, the 
house  needed  no heat ing or cooling 
system, had  a mature -marke t  construc- 
tion cost ~$1,800 below normal ,  and  is 
expected to save -80% of the space 
and water  heat ing,  space cooling, re- 
fr igeration,  and  l ight ing energy per-  

mi t ted  by  the na t ion ' s  strictest energy 
code (1993 Cal i fornia  Title 24, which is 
a l ready  s u p p o s e d  to include every-  
thing societal ly worthwhi le) .  Cooling 
savings were  100%, or 92% counting 
fan energy. Another  par t  of PG&E's 
ACT 2 exper iment ,  the pi lot  retrofit  of 
1,900 m 2 of the company ' s  research of- 
lice in San Ramon,  p robab ly  achieved,  
pend ing  fur ther  summer  1994 monitor-  
ing, office-retrofit  a i r -condi t ioning en- 
ergy savings  in the vicini ty  of the 
des ign expectat ion of 97%, wi th  in- 
creased comfort.  These f indings  are 
consistent  wi th  RMI's  The State of the 
Art: Space Cooling and Air Handling 
(1992), which descr ibed  potent ia l  air- 
condi t ioning savings  a round  80-90+% 
with general ly  at t ract ive economics.  
In contrast ,  J&M suppose  potent ia l  na- 
tional savings in heat ing and cooling 
to be "modes t" :  262 SCIENCE, supra 
note 34, at 320. 

36. To m y  knowledge ,  the only spe-  
cific example  of RMI's  supposed  tech- 
nological  op t imism cited anywhere  by  
J&M is the negat ive  CSEs that RMI re- 
por ted  for many  retrofits of incandes-  
cent to compact  f luorescent lamps.  
My Jan. 12, 1992 letter to Professor 
Joskow sugges ted  that: 

... [R]ather than grousing about 'the 
great optimism inherent in the Lovins 
estimates,' you simply try the calcula- 
tion. Please construct a spreadsheet 
showing two cashflows: one for, say, a 
10,000-h, 18-W compact fluorescent 
lamp and the other for an equivalent 
stream of [13] 750-h, 75-W incandes- 
cent lamps. Parameterize duty factor 
from zero to one. Parameterize lamp 
and installation-labor costs, counting 
labor at, say, $0 to $1/change (we as- 
sume zero residential - -  not even a 
shadow cost - -  and the standard but 
often conservative $1 commercial). 
You'll find that whether you assume 
wholesale or retail lamp prices (the 
same for both kinds, of course), if you 
use a utility discount rate (we use 
5%/y real) to reflect societal priorities, 
it's hard to avoid a negative CSE with 
duty factors above 3-10%, especially if, 
as we generally do in the commercial 
sector, you count the HVAC bonus 
(-35% in energy terms). Your CSEs 
will typically be around -11/2 to 
+1C/kWh at duty factors down to -0.3; 
at 0.1, around -1 to +1.7C/kWh. 
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Next, to get -5 to -20C/kWh (typically 
about -8C/kWh), analyze modular com- 
pact fluorescents - -  almost always the 
best choice, especially in the commer- 
cial sector. You'll then be replacing 750- 
1,000-h incandescent lamps [or 
-2,000-2,500-h floods] with one bal- 
last/adapter/optical accessory (e.g., a 
reflector envelope or globe) initially, 
plus one initial $3 PL lamp or $6 quad 
lamp lasting 10,000 h, followed by a 
succession of similar lamps also lasting 
10,000 h and fitting into the same as- 
sembly. The ballast/adapter typically 
lasts at least 50,000 h. We've published 
such parameterizations extensively for 
the past five years or so. So far, no- 
body's told us what's wrong with the 
arithmetic. Of course, if you take no 
O&M credit, you'll get a different an- 
swer, but that's because you used a dif- 
ferent convention about what's a 
benefit, not because I'm 'optimistic.' 

Unless J&M would  like to adduce 
some other example not yet described, 
or say why they disagree with this 
one, I can only conclude that they 
failed to perform the suggested analy- 
sis. 

37. For example, the space-cooling 
and electronics assessments have 
turned out to be especially conserva- 
tive (see : Space Cooling and Air Han- 
dling (1992) and The State of the Art: 
Appliances (1991), respectively, cited in 
note 3 supra). The second edit ion of 
The State of the Art: Drivepower (E 
SOURCE's Drivepower Technology Atlas, 
Aug. 1993) similarly found even more 
favorable economics for retrofitting 
oversized motors, since the first edi- 
tion did not take credit for correcting 
such motors '  decreased slip, hence in- 
creased energy waste, when  operat ing 
cube-law machines such as pumps  
and fans. Moreover, whereas the first 
edition had to make do with limited 
cost and efficiency data, the second 
edition conservatively calculated CSE 
size-by-size from the Motor Master da- 
tabase, which includes every NEMA 
motor on the U.S. market. 

38. These are often h idden  within dis- 
cussions of such familiar issues as free 
riders, measurement  and evaluation,  
transaction costs, etc. - -  all described 
as if they were important  new discov- 
eries, rather than subjects of exhaus- 

tive professional debate for the past 
decade or two. 

39. In some cases, like Hood River (see 
E. HIRST, THE HOOD RIVER CONSERVA- 
TION PROJECT: COOPERATION AND COM- 
MUNITY CONSERVATION, FINAL REPORT 

41-42 (DOE/BP-11287-18, 1987), the 
control group is too labile to be consid- 
ered reliable. When its consumption 
is strongly affected by price and in- 
come movements,  as was BPA's in the 
1980s (hence J&M's Electricity Journal 
article at note 24, which shows larger 
net than gross savings), the purpose of 
the analysis determines whether it is 
wiser to use J&M's retrospective (plan- 
ning) view or a prospective (resource) 

z 

f 

view. The latter better reflects DSM's 
"insurance" value - -  its tendency to 
yield greater system benefits when 
they are most needed (see Hirst & 
Reed, note 5 in inset on p. 37, supra). 

Failure to match the evaluat ion tech- 
nique to the task yields artifactual 
results. For example, if a new-con- 
struction residential program is meas- 
ured house-by-house to save 5% more 
than predicted compared with normal 
construction, the ascribed savings 
shouldn ' t  be halved just because a 
stricter bui ld ing code, promoted by 
the same utility, meanwhile  made non-  
participating houses more efficient 

too. Yet Nadel and Keating, note 34, 

supra, describe exactly such a case, 
and more like it. It is wrong to state 
that the program's  houses saved only 
half as much as expected; rather, the 
correct summary  would  be that the 
houses saved 5% more than predicted, 
but  meanwhi le  the change in bui ld ing 
code moved the goalposts, so that in 
the future, about half the saving can 
be achieved by code compliance at no 
program cost, possibly raising the cost 
of getting the other half through a 
modified incentive program. Much 
the same issue applies to J&M's em- 
phasis on "deterioration in measured 
program savings over time." Barring 
very sloppy quali ty control or main- 
tenance (which do sometimes occur if 
managers,  installers, regulators, cus- 

tomers, and 
intervenors are all asleep), such dete- 
rioration in physical terms should 
range from small to negligible. 
Rather, what  is meant  is presumably 
that nonparticipants will meanwhile  
save too - -  often in imitation of the 
good example set by the participants 
(note 6 in inset on p. 37, supra) - -  thus 
decreasing the net savings ascribed to 
the program. 

40. J&M's Science letter, supra note 34, 
at 320. I have never expressed or held 
such a view, and consider proper 
evaluat ion vital. 

41. Such as advanced glazings, or the 
improved programmatic details devel- 
oped by careful evaluat ion feedback 
in, e.g., Michigan's  residential weath- 
erization (M. KUSHLER & P. WITFE, AN 
EVALUATION OF THE FUEL SAVINGS RE- 
SULTS OF A NEW WEATHERIZATION MEAS- 
URES PRIORITY SYSTEM (Michigan PSC, 
Lansing, 1988)). That said, however, it 
is premature to draw conclusions from 
seemingly anomalous  Bonneville data 
for a single year (1989) without  under-  
s tanding apparent  shifts in the control 
group, let alone to infer technical dete- 
rioration that is probably not  signifi- 
cantly present. See E. Hirst & M.A. 
Brown, personal communications,  
Aug. 13 & 16, 1993. In fact, a review 
later found that the original 1989 
evaluation results on which J&M re- 
lied were largely artifactual and not 
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borne out  by  a larger  sample  (T. Eck- 
man,  personal  communica t ion  from 
Nor thwes t  Power  P lanning  Council  
staff member,  Sept. 29, 1993). Real pro-  
g ram costs were  also one- th i rd  lower  
in 1991 than in 1989, re turn ing  to his- 
toric trends.  See R. MOE ET AL., EVALU- 
ATION OF BONNEVILLE'S 1991 
LONG-TERM RESIDENTIAL WEATHERIZA- 
TION PROGRAM (Synergic Resources 
Corp.,  SRC-7827-R4, Oct. 30 1993). 
But encouragingly,  BPA was spur red  
by those ear ly  1989 eva lua t ion  results  
to unde r t ake  a major  reassessment  of 
the p rogram,  which  is well  k n o w n  to 
use b a d l y  ou tda t ed  ex ante est imates.  
See M.A. BROWN & D.L. WHITE, EVALU- 
ATION OF BONNEVILLE'S 1988 AND 1989 
RESIDENTIAL WEATHERIZATION PRO- 
GRAM: A NEW STUDY OF PROGRAM DY- 
NAMICS (ORNL/CON-323,  Dec. 1992). 
It is bet ter  to fix such obvious  des ign  
defects than to i m p u g n  the intelli-  
gence of the ut i l i ty or, as Black & 
Pierce do  (note 2 supra, at 1383), the in- 
tegrity of the evaluators .  

42. However ,  J&M cont inue to posi t  
exhaust ion of the cheapest  efficiency 
oppor tuni t ies  wi thou t  asking whether ,  
as many pract i t ioners  suspect ,  those 
remaining  are get t ing b igger  and  
cheaper, because  bet ter  technologies 
and integrat ion p lus  more  s t reaml ined  
del ivery  me thods  are ou tpac ing  the 
"deple t ion."  J&M mus t  bel ieve poten-  
tial savings are smal l  indeed  if they 
think ut i l i t ies '  c la imed savings  (0.9% 
of nat ional  usage th rough  1991, ac- 
cording to E. HIRST, ELECTRIC-UTILITY 
DSM-PROGRAM COSTS AND EFFECTS: 
1991 TO 2001 (ORNL/CON-364,  May  
1993, at v) have  a l ready  dep le ted  the 
potent ial  enough  to overcome any 
learning curve and  raise costs mater i -  
ally. U.S. uti l i t ies disagree:  In aggre-  
gate, they are project ing a 70% 
improvement in DSM cost effectiveness 
dur ing  1991-2001 (id., pp.  20-21). 

43. As my January  12, 1992 review 
(note 1, supra) notes, this "confuses 
rates wi th  bills, actual  rates with rates 
(and bills) if a costl ier  resource had  
been acquired instead,  and  theoretical  
microeconomic [rates] ... assessed one 
p rog ram at a t ime with  actual  rate ef- 

fects unde r  the combined  influence of 
all p rograms,  g rowth  in service de-  
mand,  depreciat ion,  and other  real- 
wor ld  factors. (Among  other things, 
equa l -oppor tun i ty  access can p rov ide  
d is t r ibut ional  equity, and  rates need 
not rise unless  savings are so fast as to 
overwhe lm the combined effects of 
genera t ing-p lant  depreciat ion,  g rowth  
in service demand ,  [any wholesale  ex- 
por t  opportuni t ies , ]  and  use of saved 
opera t ing  costs to pay  - -  even p repay  
- -  fixed costs".) J&M's goal  of "the 
smallest  poss ible  impact  on overal l  
rate levels" may be val id  politically, 
but  has no sound  basis  in neoclassical  
economics: Any  objective function 

i 

based  on rates rather  than bills en- 
sures societal misallocation.  

44. This could be a concern wi th  poor  
p rog ram and rate design,  but  if so, it 
is their fault,  not  that  of least-cost in- 
ves tment  theory. It is fashionable for 
large indust r ia l  customers  to say 
they 've  a l ready  done  all cost-effective 
savings and don ' t  wan t  to pay  for oth- 
ers'. But in practice,  (i) I have never  
found such an oppor tuni t ies-ex-  
haus ted  customer,  (ii) in v i r tua l ly  
every case it is easy to show such skep- 
tics that they 've  bare ly  scratched the 
surface of cost-effective electrical sav- 
ings, (iii) most  of them vigorous ly  
seek rebates if offered them, (iv) it is 

common for different  representat ives  
of the same indus t r ia l  cus tomer  to call 
in one forum for less ut i l i ty  DSM in- 
ves tment  and  in another  for more; (v) 
only half  of the Niagara  Mohawk  in- 
dust r ia l  cus tomers  recently offered a 
l imited "opt -out"  from DSM par t ic ipa-  
tion actual ly  elected it (the rest pre- 
ferred to keep ut i l i t ies '  DSM support) ;  
and  (vi) least-cost  DSM investments  
yield sys tem benefi ts  in which there 
are no nonpar t ic ipants .  

45. On the contrary, I believe,  wi th  
most  ut i l i ty  executives who  have  
thought  ser iously  about  it, that  least- 
cost inves tments  in efficient use of 
electricity are the best  business  strat- 
egy whether or not retail  wheel ing  oc- 
curs. The clear lesson of deregula t ion  
in na tura l  gas, airl ines,  and  telecom- 
municat ions  is that a wholesale- l ike  
pr ice-based commodi ty  p l ay  fails at 
the retail  level, which is quintessen- 
tially a service business  and mus t  bun-  
dle with the commodi ty  a var ie ty  of 
non-price  a t t r ibutes  that customers  
also value.  The more  compet i t ion  lev- 
els wholesa le  prices,  the more end-use 
efficiency will  become a vital  service 
differentiator.  

46. See e.g.A.B. LOVINS, ENERGY-EFFI- 
CIENT BUILDINGS: INSTITUTIONAL BARRI- 
ERS AND OPPORTUNITIES (E SOURCE, 
1992), for a deta i led  account of the al- 
most  perfect ly  perverse  incentives 
seen by -25 actors in the bu i ld ing  
process. That  analysis  casts serious 
doubt  on J&M's assert ion in the En- 
ergy Journal, note  4, supra, at 53, that 
"C&I cus tomers  are less l ikely to face 
significant marke t  imperfect ions than 
are res ident ia l  cus tomers ."  

47. Most recently, but  no more edify- 
ingly, in The Cost of Energy Efficiency, 
note 22, supra. 

48. Id. at 320. 

49. Helpful  comments  on earl ier  
drafts  of this pape r  were k indly  pro- 
v ided  by  many  reviewers  - -  inc luding 
Ralph Cavanagh,  Dan Kirshner, Bob 
Marri tz ,  and  Anita  W o l f f - -  none of 
w h o m  is responsible  for the result. 
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